
PRETTYAS
YOUFEEL
mingling in lightness







retty
There’s not a girl

on the planet that doesn’t
want to feel pretty.The idea
of pretty can change and be
REDEFINED.All out
girly,a wee bit of boy

mixed in.The luxury of
kensie is you get to

play pretty as PRETTY
ASYOU FEEL.



LAYERS OF LIGHT
TEXTURES,TRANSLUCENT

Mingling in layers of light.
Seeing through it,moving through it.





atch me,
watching you.

IT’S ALL A
JOURNEY to find
WHAT YOU LOVE,

who you love,
where you want

to be.









a side
of love.
somethings you
love forever,

some for just an instant, some
just best to leave on the side.

Right along with
STACKS OF ISSUES
ANDTHOUGHTS
AND IDEAS.You

keep some,you lose some,and
you simply toss some.



MINGLING,
MOVING THROUGH
MOODSANDFINDING
PRETTYWAYSTO DRESSTHEM.
FALL 08 MIXES TEXTURE, CRE-
ATES SHAPESALL PRETTYAND
MODERN. ELEGANTAND DAIN-
TY, WITHA CONFIDENCETHAT
GENTLY SAYS HERE I AM AND
HERE’S WHAT I THINK TODAY.
We love playing with the exploration of finding
your way. The curiosity.Whimsy of things silly
and contrasting. Romantic notions that play
together in magical ways that add interest and
excitement to the day. The vitality and look of
what the world is offering right now.
This is the inspirationofkensie.



This would be the
DESIRED REACTION

one thinks of while
dressing themselves in the
morning.We get that.

orgeous









You may be in the mood for
some REFRESHING

CHAOS.Something to add
some snap and shock your-

self or someone else into
some kind of realization

that you are SAYING
SOMETHING.

ibrant









ANORCHESTRA
OFBUBBLES
WE LOVE ROSESAND PEONIESAND BUBBLES,AND
THINGSTHAT SPARKLE_ANDTHE MAGIC
THEY BRINGWITHAN I LOVEYOU.

ALLTHAT LIFE STUFFTHAT BUBBLES UP INTO
AN EMOTION EXTRAVAGANZA.

A journey of the heart.
Elegant yet raw.
Just love.Just give.
Let yourself feel.Love cry laugh.
Surround yourself with
what you love.
Grow change explore who you are.
Where you want to go.
Change your clothes and change
your mood.
Collecting bits from around
the world.
In the mood for something fun.
A realness,a rawness that shows the
soul and just makes it all
a little easier.
Dress yourself in your
heart’s desires.
There’s inspiration in everything.
The lure of the untold.
Freedom to change the way you feel.
Unintended sensuality.
Girls really living,
just following a sense of themselves.
The charm of the unknown.
Feeling beautiful.
Accidentally chic.
Forget seeking perfection.

made to make you feel
pretty,happy
KENSIE CLOTHESARE INSPIRED BYAWORLD OF FASHION.
THEY’RE PIECES FEMININEAND SENSUALAND SIMPLY MADETO
MAKEYOU FEELWHATYOU FEEL.

INSPIRED BY GIRLSWHO
THROW DINNER PARTIESAND
ONLY SERVE MARSHMALLOWS
ANDTAKE OUT.

ALIGHTNESSANDSPARKLETHATYOUWEAR

ROMANTICPIECESMADEMODERN



reams
Daydreams are the perfect
escape from nasty moments

of reality.Dreams of
FLOATING

AND FLYING in
and out of color, in hues

of purple and
PRETTINESS.







kensie.com


